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Notices
Please note the following before using DarkStar equipment.

Trademark
DarkStar® is a registered trademark of XKL®, LLC.

Copyright
Copyright © 2006-2017 XKL, LLC
This document contains information that is protected by copyright. All rights are reserved. Reproduction, adaptation, or translation without prior written permission is prohibited, except as allowed under the copyright laws.
All material contained herein is proprietary to XKL, LLC.

Warranty
The information in this publication is subject to change without notice. The information contained herein should not be
construed as a commitment by XKL, LLC.
XKL, LLC shall not be liable for errors contained herein or for incidental or consequential damages in connection with the furnishing, performance, or use of this material.

U.S. Government Restricted Rights
The Computer Software is delivered as “Commercial Computer Software” as defined in DFARS 48 CFR 252.227-7014.
All Computer Software and Computer Software Documentation acquired by or for the U.S. Government is provided with
Restricted Rights. Use, duplication or disclosure by the U.S. Government is subject to the restrictions described in FAR 48 CFR
52.227-14 or DFARS 48 CFR 252.227-7014, as applicable.
Technical Data acquired by or for the U.S. Government, if any, is provided with Limited Rights.
Use, duplication or disclosure by the U.S. Government is subject to the restrictions described in FAR 48 CFR 52.227-14 or DFARS
48 CFR 252.227-7013, as applicable.

Class A Compliance
DarkStar equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the
FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is
operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not
accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications.
Operation of this equipment in a residential area may cause harmful interference, in which case the user will be required to
correct the interference at his own expense.
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Danger
DarkStar products use hazard level 1M laser radiation, which presents a danger to human health.
Do not stare into the lasers or view with non-attenuating optical instruments. Doing so may lead to severe eye damage.

Software Copyright
The software copyright notices are contained in the file located at /CopyrightAndNotices.txt on your DarkStar system.
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Release Notes
This documentation highlights release information for v3.4.0 DarkStar products.

1

New Features

The following features have been added in DXMOS v3.4.0.

1.1

New Hardware

DXMOS v3.4.0 introduces support for DarkStar DQM100 and DQT100 systems, including support for CFP laser modules in
trunk interfaces. Supported CFP lasers are coherent and non-coherent LR4 variants. The coherent CFP provides one lane of 100
Gbps capacity, while the LR4 provides four lanes of 25 Gbps capacity each. The DQM100 supports six QSFP+ client modules
and two trunk CFP modules.
DXMOS 3.4.0 also introduces support for a new statistical multiplexing switch. The switch processes up to twenty-four 10
Gigabit Ethernet client ports by scheduling frames to fill the available capacity of the two 100 Gigabit Ethernet trunk ports.
Frames are routed to other DQM100 systems and ports, and bandwidth may be controlled via classification settings through
the switch.

1.2

Multi-Lane Module Support

QSFP+ modules each provide 4 separate receive and transmit lines. Receive and transmit lines are paired to form a 'lane'.
DXMOS v3.4.0 supports four lanes per QSFP+ module.
DXMOS v3.4.0 provides configuration and control to individual QSFP+ lanes using module#/lane# syntax. For example, the
command:
localhost> show module client 0/3
provides operational data on lane 3 of client 0. Lanes are numbered starting with 0.
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Caveats in DXMOS v3.4.0

The following caveats relate to DXMOS v3.4.0 behavior.

2.1

AAA Administration

The following caveats relate to AAA behavior.

2.1.1

Persistent Username/Password Prompt

When either aaa authentication login default or aaa authentication enable default are set to
"none", the DarkStar will continue to prompt for a username and password. Dismiss the prompts by pressing the <Enter> key.

2.1.2

AAA Authorization, Enable Mode, and Console Login

When TACACS+ database users with enable privileges log into a system via a console configured for aaa authentication and
authorization, they are not immediately enabled. After login, it is necessary to type "enable". When prompted for the
password, don't type anything: press the <Enter> key to continue.

2.1.3

AAA Authentication Login Default None Already Enabled

Typically, AAA authentication commands are enabled by issuing the command aaa new-model. However, aaa authentication login default none will function without being specifically enabled, exposing your DarkStar to
unauthorized access.

2.1.4

Repeated Login Attempts

Repeated login attempts may cause RADIUS accounting packets to be missing the relevant user id.

2.1.5

AAA authentication

When AAA authentication is not required, username and password prompts still appear; however, authentication is not
performed.

2.2

Boot

The following caveats relate to boot behavior.

2.2.1

Interrupting Boot

While it is possible to interrupt Boot it is recommended you don't do so. If Boot is unintentionally interrupted by typing
CTRL+C before it announces itself ready, Boot will not be able to load any programs. The reinitialize command is
useful to restore Boot to competency following a premature interruption to Boot.
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2.2.2

Infinite Loop

If a DarkStar system is configured exclusively with invalid boot targets that are then saved to startup-config using the write
memory command or which are present in the remote configuration acquired through DHCP and TFTP, the bootloader
software enters an infinite loop of failed boot attempts. When this happens, messages such as the following display:
Boot has exhausted its collection of executable images.
[Delaying AUTO-BOOT for 600. seconds.]
[Type Ctrl-C to abort or any other key to boot now.]
To interrupt the reboot cycle, press CTRL+C, then enter a boot command at the Boot> prompt.

2.3

Client, Trunk, OSC Interfaces, and Management Ethernet

The following caveats relate to client, trunk, management Ethernet and OSC interface behavior.

2.3.1

Inconsistent OSC Status Possible After Connecting External Fiber

When external fiber connections are made on a DarkStar system equipped with OSC transceiver modules, the optical signal
reaching the OSC may become temporarily unstable until the fiber connection is properly seated. The instability may confuse
DXMOS into reporting inconsistent OSC states. Typically, “show” commands report the OSC up, but the OSC is functionally
down and not responding to Ethernet traffic. This condition can be cleared by issuing laser shutdown followed by no
laser shutdown while in CONF-MOD-OSC mode.

2.3.2

“clear counters vif” Command Not Always Reliable

The clear counters vif command does not reliably clear Rx frame counters if the associated port is not connected to
a modulated 10GE or 100GE signal. When a stable 10GE or 100GE signal is present, the associated receive counter should clear
reliably when the clear counters vif command is issued.

2.3.3

Do Not Apply Unframed Data to DQM100 or DQT100 Client Ports

DarkStar DQM100 and DQT100 equipment is designed to accept framed Ethernet data only.

2.3.4

Client Interfaces May Flap Down/Up When Connected to Gear Transmitting Light But No Data

When a QSFP+ client lane is presented with adequate optical receive power and no valid 10GE signal, DXMOS will occasionally
emit line state transition messages on the console, in the syslog, event log, and with SNMP traps that indicate LOS or LOL
events. These event messages can be suppressed by disabling the transmitter on the QSFP+ client lane identified in the
messages.

2.3.5

Show Version Verbose Falsely Indicate "Running-config has not been modified"

When DXMOS running configuration changes are made on a DarkStar system, the running configuration differs from the
startup configuration stored in /dxmos/config.dat until a write memory command has been successfully issued. Regardless,
output from the show version verbose command will always indicate that the running configuration has not been modified.
DXMOS will indicate differences between the current running configuration and content in /dxmos/config.dat when either a
reload or a reboot command is issued:
localhost# reload
Running configuration differs from startup configuration.
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If you are unsure the consequences of these differences, answer NO to the
following prompt and carefully review the current running configuration.
Are you sure? [yes/NO]

2.3.6

DXMOS May Not Warn of Incorrect Tuning

When tuning a coherent CFP, DXMOS displays an error when the specified channel value is outside of the ITU grid range
supported by the module. However, any attempt to tune a coherent CFP using a value that is within range but not aligned to
the 50GHz grid will be silently rejected. To verify the current channel being used, run the show module trunk n
module verbose command. The "Channel" field indicates the current channel value.

2.3.7

IPv4 Address Persists Following “no ip address” Command

While in CONF-MGMT-ETH[n]# mode, if an IPv4 address is added, removed, then followed with an exit command, the
added IPv4 address persists in the running configuration. To correct this condition, return to CONF-MGMT-ETH[n]# mode,
issue the no ip address command once again, then issue exit.

2.3.8

Management Ethernet Address Change with RIP Configured Requires Warm Reload

On DarkStar systems that are configured for RIP routing, changes to management Ethernet addresses on which RIP routes are
advertised requires a DXMOS reboot before IP traffic will be routed.

2.3.9

RIP Configuration Changes Take Effect upon End or Exit Command

If no RIP configuration is present, the effects of various CONF-RIP mode commands are not evident from the output of CONFRIP# do show running-config rip or CONF-RIP# show rip. Changes to the RIP configuration are not applied
to the DarkStar running configuration until you enter exit or end while in CONF-RIP mode.

2.3.10

Reported Sensor Temperature

The command show environment temperature reports the current working temperature, various threshold
temperature settings, and a target temperature for every temperature sensor within a DarkStar system. Different systems
support different sets of sensors and will display different output.
DarkStar systems control the fan speed to maintain temperatures below their target value. If one or more temperatures exceed
their target for an extended period of time, the fan will run at maximum speed. Sensors which are not used to control the fan
speed will display a target value of "none".

2.3.11

Show Switch Command Erroneously Listed in Command Line Help

The command line help in disable mode incorrectly indicates show switch as an available command. "show switch" is
only available in enable mode.

2.3.12

CONF-SWITCH Mode Command Line Length

There are circumstances where the length of the commands issued in CONF-SWITCH can exceed the maximum DXMOS
command line length. Often, the lengthy commands include the “description” keyword. XKL recommends keeping userdefined names and description strings relatively short to avoid problems with command line length.
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2.3.13

Use of “system id 0” in CONF-SWITCH Mode Discouraged Due to Potential Path Ambiguity

DarkStar DQM100 and DQT100 systems provide no means of determining if system id 0 is a valid system id. For this
reason, all system ID's in used in CONF-SWITCH mode should utilize a system ID value greater than 0 (zero).

2.3.14

Duplicate Management Interface IP Address

When DXMOS detects the same IP address being assigned to a second enabled management interface, that conflict must be
resolved and DXMOS rebooted to gain access to the affected interface.

2.3.15

Removing Management Interface IP Address

Removing the IP address of a management interface by means of the command no ip address leaves the unusable direct
or connected route visible in the show ip route command. It is more effective to use the command no management
ethernet n while an IP address is associated with the interface: that will remove the entire entry from the show ip
route command’s database.

2.3.16

Use of Default Routes

You can link DXMs together in a routing table via the configure-mode ip route commands. If there is only a default route
(IPv4: subnet mask /0) to an interface, and you have not defined a more specific route, then routing can fail to that interface
following CONF-MGMT-ETH[n]# shutdown and no shutdown commands. The problem occurs only if there are three
or more DXMs in the route; for example, ping commands may fail between the first and last DXMs in the table. The issue is
avoided by using only specific routes in the CONF# ip route command.

2.3.17

Multiple Routes to a Destination

When configuring IP routes, multiple routes to a destination must be input with the smallest metric first. Subsequently, adding
further routes to the destination with a metric smaller than or equal to that of existing routes is not allowed. Routes must be
single-path; multi-path routing is not supported.

2.4

Management Access

The following caveats relate to management network access.

2.4.1

Some SSH Connections May Hang

When an SSH client is connected to a DarkStar system via a long network route, it may hang or disconnect when you execute a
command that generates a large amount of output (for example, show version verbose). If you experience such problems, try
an alternate SSH client and/or modify your client settings.

2.4.2

Disabling Telnet May Block Future Telnet Connection Attempts

If an active Telnet session is present when the CONF-VTY mode no transport input all command is issued, future
attempts to connect through Telnet are refused. This condition persists even if a CONF-VTY mode transport input all
or transport input telnet command is subsequently issued. The only way to clear this condition is to reboot
DXMOS.
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2.4.3

Console Output

After commands that print large amounts of text to the console, it is possible that the system prompt will not be fully
displayed upon completion. Pressing <Enter> will refresh the prompt to its normal state.

2.4.4

SSH Sessions and System Performance

An active SSH session may impact system performance. The impact may also increase in proportion to the number of active
sessions. For time-consuming operations, such as tftp transfers of large files, minimizing the number of active ssh sessions may
improve system performance.

2.4.5

SSH Message

During SSH connections, the message server_request_session: channel_new failed or the message VTY
allocation request failed on channel 0 may be printed to the console. They can safely be ignored.

2.4.6

Command History Retention

If a user issues enable mode commands, and then exits enable mode but does not exit the console session, the enable mode
command history may be visible for a period at the console. Explicitly exiting the console session removes the command
history. You can explicitly exit the console session with an exit, logout, or do logout command.

2.5

Monitoring

The following caveats relate to monitoring DarkStar systems and networks.

2.5.1

CFP Module Power Threshold Reporting

Some CFP modules do not support reporting Rx or Tx laser power threshold values. Instead, a placeholder value of <-40dBm is
displayed. For example, below is sample output from the show module verbose command.
Tx Laser Output Power .....Reported by Lane (below)
High Alarm: ........<-40 dBm
High Warn: .........<-40 dBm
Low Warn: ..........<-40 dBm
Low Alarm: .........<-40 dBm

2.5.2

Administrative Status May Not Be Accurate in show vifs Report

When a report is generated using the show vifs command, VIF status may not report administrative shutdown correctly.
If one lane of a 4-lane QSFP+ client module is down because of a CONF-MOD-CLIENT mode laser shutdown command, the
output from show vifs may report the module status as OK when in fact one or more client lanes are not transmitting.

2.5.3

Debug Reporting Errors

Enabling debug output in scenarios that generate large amounts of debug output may result in messages containing many
dropped characters after a saturation level to the output buffer is reached. Turning off debug modes with undebug all
will return the system to normal.
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2.6

SNMP

The following caveats relate to SNMP behavior.

2.6.1

Loopback Reporting

The loopback interface is not reported by SNMP.

2.6.2

SNMP Trap Logging

During system start up, SNMP traps and syslog messages may not be received because the network routes required to send
the traps are not yet initialized.

2.6.3

iflnUnknownProtos SNMP Metric

The SNMP metric ifInUnknownProtos is not currently reliable in counting layer 3 packets that DarkStar systems do not support.

2.6.4

SNMP Diagnostic Queries

Although infrequent, SNMP queries used to gather diagnostic information may report incorrect data for certain OID values. For
this reason, it is preferable to use the command line to gather critical diagnostic information. However, in general, SNMP
results are still useful for determining long-term system patterns and trends.

2.7

Duplicate IP Address Warning

Under some circumstances, DXMOS may not issue a warning if a duplicate IPv6 address is assigned to an Ethernet port.

3

Hardware

The following caveats relate to hardware on DarkStar systems and networks.

3.1

Power Supply Message

It is possible when unplugging the power supplies to see the Power Supply n has no power message twice in rapid
succession.
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